
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

BASIC TYPES OF ASSEMBLY:  

a) Cover box  

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE:  

1. Measure the hole and compare with already prepared blind, check the control mechanism.  

2. Allocate the blind holders so they do not interfere with the cloth strips (minimum distance from bearing is 100mm). 

3. Fix the holders horizontally. Always follow number of brackets recommended by producer. It is necessary to consider 

type of carrying surface and bracket positioning. The reason is right choice of fixing in relation to carrying capacity of a 

facade and resonations elimination. It is advised to use isolated blind brackets. For smooth run it is recommended to 

mount the brackets min. 100 mm from the nearest bearing of a blind. 

4. Insert the blind into the sleeves in the holders and secure. Do not tighten screws for the sleeves.  

5. Prepare the passage for control using the handle or the cord. If there is an electric control, connect the socket.  

6. From the inside passage attach the handle; if the drift is long, shorten it to the necessary length. Stretch the endless 

cord through the created hole. Attach the cover for the passage of the cord.  

 

 

ASSEMBLY MANUAL:
EXTERIOR VENETIAN BLINDS

ASSEMBLY

Construction preparedness for the assembly: finished reveal, coloured façade, finished outside parapets

INSPECTION:

 Before assembly we recommend inspecting all the parts after the delivery of the goods to prevent any problems. The

  manufacturer must be notified of any defects or comments concerning the assembly or blinds.

ASSEMBLY TOOLS:

1. Tape measure

2. Water gauge

3. Pencil

4. Hammer

5. Electric drill as per the source material

6. Cordless electric drill

7. Magnetic adapter

8. Bits PZ2, PH2, magnetic adapter on hexagonal head 8 and 10

9. set of Allen wrenches

10. Assembly cable

11. Small ratchet wrench and 8 nut

12.Fe male screw spanner No. 10 and 13

13. Set of screwdrivers, insulated, electric



7. Tighten the screws on the sleeves in the holders.  

8. On the lamella guides attach the guiding bars which are already fitted with the holders for the guiding bars and attach 

them on the window frame or into the reveal (for assembly into the reveals, the guiding bar holders are not used and the 

guiding bar is attached through the holes created in the body of the guiding bar). The guiding bars must be attached in the 

middle of the upper profile of the blind.  

9. Lower the blind into the lower position (attach the holders for wires if the blind has wire guided lamellas). At the same 

time, check that the guiding bars or wires do not clamp the lamellas. Check the vertical position of the guiding bars.  

10. When the lamellas are tilted, attach the cover box to the holders, insert the prolongation of the holder (tighten the 

fixation screw) into the pocket created on the cover metal sheet and secure the cover sheet using the screw through the 

hole in the holder for the blind (Tex screw). Front covers must be tightly fixed to its carrying surface. 

11. The blind driven by the engine can be inspected using the assembly cable or adjust the end positions of the engine 

and the connection to the supply cable.  

12. Fix the holders of the handle in the interior. Connect the control switch according to the connection diagram supplied. 

 

In case of non-standard mounting and using improper fixing elements, producer does not bear any responsibility for 

resonations and disturbing noise. 

b) The cover box incorporated into the heat-insulation system or the peripheral shell  

ASSEMBLY PROCEDURE:  

1. Mount the blind brackets into prepared space box in isolated system or building cladding. Always use recommended 

number of brackets. It is necessary to consider type of carrying surface and bracket positioning. The reason is right choice 

of fixing in relation to carrying capacity of facade and resonations elimination. It is advised to use isolated blind brackets. 

For smooth run it is recommended to mount the brackets min. 100 mm from the nearest bearing of a blind. 

After building isolation or after cladding finishing the mounting of a blind progress according to the previous instruction 

starting from point 4. 

Note: 

For correct guiding wire tensioning follow the process below: 

 

 

 

 

 



1. After choosing the correct position of wire guiding bracket and its screwing it is necessary to release the plastic 

housing with female screw up to edge of the tensioning screw thread (unscrew). 

2. Put the wire through the tensioning screw. 

3.  Push the whole tensioning mechanism upwards to the bracket body, hold the wire in slightly tensioned position 

and fix it with M4 screw with cross-point screwdriver. 

4. Turn the plastic housing by 3-4 turns and tension the wire. Remove the waste wire below the bracket. 

It is necessary to keep prestressed 2mm tolerance between upper part of wire bracket and lower part of 

tensioning screw. 

5. By following the above steps you will assure correct wire guiding tension. 
 

Illustrative assembly  

 



 



 



Basic types of assembly 

Assembly of the blind into the created pocket  Assembly of the blind into the reveal on the window frame 

(ceiling / wall) (ceiling / wall) 

 

Assembly of the blind into the reveal on the expansion frame  

(ceiling / wall) 

 


